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Start planning now
to show your enthusiasm
and pride in your
chosen profession.

RESPIRATORY
CARE WEEK 2017

OCTOBER 22-28

No matter where you work in respiratory care, whether it’s neonatalpediatrics, geriatrics, emergency care, pulmonary rehabilitation, acute
care, home care, education, sleep, or another specialty, your role as a
respiratory therapist is to restore and improve lung health to patients’
lives. Respiratory Care Week is the time to tell your story. During this
week, the AARC encourages you to reach out to the general public, your
patients, and your colleagues in healthcare, and inform them about the
unique healthcare benefits that respiratory therapists provide.

C E L E B R AT E

• Promote lung health awareness
in your community.
• Educate local students about
respiratory care as a career.
• Demonstrate the value of respiratory
therapists in your facility.
• Plan events for recognition
and fun with your respiratory
care colleagues.

(RC01) Poster Specifically designed for the 2017
Respiratory Care Week celebration, this 18" x 24"
poster will help promote Respiratory Care Week
to your entire facility.
$4.99 Members, $5.99 Nonmembers

(RC02)
(RC01)

(RC03)

(RC02) Button Celebrate Respiratory Care Week
by wearing this bright button with the 2017
Respiratory Care Week logo. You can show your
pride and be recognized by others.
Pkg/20: $10.99 Members, $11.99 Nonmembers
(RC03) Mylar® Balloon Add a festive look to
your department with this 18” foil Mylar balloon.
Helium required.
$3.25 Members, $4.25 Nonmembers
(RC04) Banner Make a big statement with this large
6’ x 3’ colorful banner. Durable heavyweight vinyl comes
complete with tough brass grommets so it can hang
indoors or out. A great way to promote to the public
and staff. A great investment for many years of use.
$74.99 Members, $79.99 Nonmembers

(RC05)

(RC05) New! Retractable Banner This pull-up
economy retractable banner with stand packs great
value into an easy to use durable and attractive display.
Vinyl banner pulls up and retracts down into the base.
The stand is aluminum alloy and the banner is made of
13 oz. smooth matte vinyl. 78.7" x 33.4"
$149.99 Members, $152.99 Nonmembers

(RC04)

(RC06)

(RC06) Tent Cards Use these tent cards to display
the Respiratory Care Week message throughout your
cafeteria, pulmonary rehab lab or waiting area. Perfect
as a tray card for patients during this important week.
Let everyone know the contributions you make as a
Respiratory Care Professional!
Pkg/10: $9.95 Members, $10.95 Nonmembers
(RC07) Celebration Kit Includes one of each
of the following: Poster, Pkg/20 Buttons,
Pkg/10 Tent Cards, and a Mylar Balloon.
Members: Total Value more than $29;
as a kit you pay only $25.99
Nonmembers: Total Value more than $33;
as a kit you pay only $29.99
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WEARABLES

(RC09)

(RC08)

(RC10)

(RC11)

(RC12)

(RC08) Unisex T-shirt The 2017 Respiratory Care Week shirt
is made of heavy 6.1-oz., 100% preshrunk cotton. Built with a
seamless ribbed collar and double-needle stitched hemmed
sleeves and bottom for better wear. Charcoal grey. S, M, L, XL,
XXL (add $3 for each XXL), XXXL (add $5 for each XXXL)
$9.99 Members, $10.99 Nonmembers
(RC09) Ladies Tee Heavy 5.3 oz., heather sapphire, preshrunk
50/50 cotton/polyester T-shirt features a seamless double
needle feminine .5" rib mid-scoop neck, cap sleeves and side
seams in a slightly tapered missy fit. S, M, L, XL,
XXL (add $3 for each XXL), XXXL (add $5 for each XXXL)
$10.99 Members, $11.99 Nonmembers
(RC10) Long Sleeve Unisex Tee 100% Sofspun™ cotton jersey
fabric that offers superior softness. It features a contemporary
silhouette that is slightly fitted through the chest and sleeves,
narrow 1"x1" rib collar with a clean neckline, shoulder-to-shoulder
taping, and double-needle hemmed sleeves and bottom.
Athletic heater. S, M, L, XL, XXL (add $3 for each XXL), and
XXXL (add $5 for each XXXL)
$18.99 Members, $19.99 Nonmembers
(RC11) Ladies Long Sleeve Tee 5.3 oz, 100% cotton black t-shirt
with double-needle stitched neckline and sleeves, shoulder-toshoulder taping, hemmed cuffs, and a narrow .625" collar. S, M, L,
XL, XXL (add $3 for each XXL), XXXL (add $5 for each XXXL)
$18.99 Members, $19.99 Nonmembers
(RC12) New! RT Unisex T-shirt 5.3-oz., 100% preshrunk cotton
t-shirt with a seamless ribbed collar and double-needle stitched
hemmed sleeves and bottom for better wear. Indigo blue. S, M, L,
XL, XXL (add $3 for each XXL), XXXL (add $5 for each XXXL)
$9.99 Members, $10.99 Nonmembers

(RC13)

(RC13) New! RT Ladies T-shirt Heavy 5.3 oz., preshrunk
50/50 cotton/polyester T-shirt with a seamless double needle
feminine .5" rib mid-scoop neck, cap sleeves and side seams
in a slightly tapered missy fit. Purple. S, M, L, XL, XXL (add $3
for each XXL), XXXL (add $5 for each XXXL)
$10.99 Members, $11.99 Nonmembers
(RC14)

(RC15)

(RC14) Top Seller! Super Power Ladies T-shirt “I’m a
Respiratory Therapist... What’s your super Power?” themed
ladies fit shirt in charcoal grey. It is made of heavy 5.3 oz.,
preshrunk 100% cotton with a seamless double needle feminine
.5" rib mid-scoop neck, cap sleeves and side seams. S, M, L, XL,
XXL (add $3 for each XXL), XXXL (add $5 for each XXXL)
$10.99 Members, $11.99 Nonmembers
(RC15) Top Seller! Super Power Men’s T-shirt “I’m a Respiratory
Therapist... What’s your super Power?” themed T-shirt in cobalt
blue. 5.3-oz., 100% preshrunk cotton with a seamless ribbed
collar and double-needle stitched hemmed sleeves and bottom
for better wear. S, M, L, XL, XXL (add $3 for each XXL), XXXL
(add $5 for each XXXL)
$9.99 Members, $10.99 Nonmembers
(RC16) New! Ladies Microfleece Full-Zip Jacket Non-bulky
microfleece that has a heather look and an anti-pill finish.
Royal heather blue. S, M, L, XL, XXL (add $3 for each XXL),
XXXL (add $5 for each XXXL)
$44.95 Members, $45.95 Nonmembers

(RC16)

(RC17)

(RC17) New! Men’s Microfleece Full-Zip Jacket Non-bulky
microfleece that has a heather look and an anti-pill finish.
True navy heather. S, M, L, XL, XXL (add $3 for each XXL),
XXXL (add $5 for each XXXL)
$44.95 Members, $45.95 Nonmembers
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D R I N K WA R E
(RC18) Top Seller! Color-Changing Biggie Tumbler Enhance your
morning commute with this large 24 oz. tumbler. The circles change color
when ice-cold beverages are added. It is double-wall constructed for
insulation of hot or cold liquids and features a convenient thumb-slide lid.
It is BPA-free and meets FDA requirements. Hand wash recommended.
$12.99 Members, $13.99 Nonmembers
(RC19) New! Travel Tumbler This 16 oz. travel tumbler features doublewall construction using a stainless steel exterior with a plastic liner. It has
a spill-resistant flip-top lid, a non-slip base and a silicone grip. It meets
FDA requirements, is BPA free and hand wash recommended. 8" H
$10.99 Members, $11.99 Nonmembers
(RC18)

(RC19)

TEAM PRODUCTS

(RC21)

(RC22)

(RC20) TEAM Value Kit A great selection of TEAM gifts at a discounted price!
The TEAM kit includes one of each of the following RC TEAM ID Holder,
RC TEAM Confetti Tumbler, RC TEAM Fruit Infuser Bottle, RC TEAM Spirit
Lunch Cooler, and the RC TEAM Chevron Cinchpack.
$37.99 Members, $41.99 Nonmembers

(RC21) RC TEAM Tee This preshrunk, 50/50 cotton/polyester tee is soft and long
lasting. The RC TEAM logo shows beautifully against the turquoise heather color.
S, M, L, XL, XXL (add $3 for each XXL), XXXL (add $5 for each XXXL)
$10.99 Members, $11.99 Nonmembers
(RC22) Top Seller! RC TEAM Unisex Baseball Tee This sporty baseball style tee
is made of 90/10 preshrunk cotton/polyester with contrast three-quarter length
raglan sleeves and neck trim. Grey with navy blue sleeves.
S, M, L, XL, XXL (add $3 for each XXL), XXXL (add $5 for each XXXL)
$15.99 Members, $16.99 Nonmembers
(RC23)

(RC23) Top Seller! RC TEAM ID Holder This 40" auto-retract cord makes it a
cinch to display your ID, featuring a quality swivel alligator clip attachment and
sealed weather-resistant case. 2.13" x 3.25" x .38"
$3.79 Members, $4.09 Nonmembers
(RC24) New! RC TEAM Hot/Cold Confetti Tumbler Celebrate your profession
with this large 24-oz. double-wall acrylic tumbler. It has a press-on lid with a twist
opening for drinking hot beverages and a straw with stopper for cold beverages.
BPA-free. Do not microwave. Hand wash only.
$12.99 Members, $13.99 Nonmembers
(RC25) New! RC TEAM Fruit Infuser Sport Bottle This 25 oz. bottle features
a twist-on lid with a flip-top drinking spout. It includes a twist-on infuser to add
flavor to your favorite drink. It is USA made, BPA and Phthalate free, and meets
FDA requirements. Hand wash only.
$8.49 Members, $9.49 Nonmembers

(RC24)

(RC25)

(RC26) New! RC TEAM Spirit Lunch Cooler Made of 210d polyester, this
cooler has a thermal lining and features a zippered main compartment, front
zippered pocket and side mesh water bottle pocket. It also has a top grab handle
with an attachment buckle that easily secures the cooler to a personal bag,
an adjustable shoulder strap and a removable ID tag on the back. It measures
7"L x 9.25"H x 3.75"W and is PVC and phthalate free.
$10.49 Members, $11.49 Nonmembers
(RC27) New! RC TEAM Chevron Sport Cinchpack Made from
210D polyester, this 13.5" x 16.5" bag features an easy-access main
compartment with a cinch closure and dual front mesh pockets.
The cinch design allows for carrying on one shoulder or as a backpack.
$5.99 Members, $6.99 Nonmembers
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(RC26)

(RC27)

(RC30) Inkjoy Pen Inkjoy revolutionizes the writing experience by combining
the best qualities of PaperMate® ballpoint and gel pen technologies. Inkjoy offers
incredible smoothness and a fast dry-time to help avoid messy smearing. Black ink.
$0.99 each, Pkg/25 $22.99 Members, $1.09 each, Pkg/25 $24.99 Nonmembers
(RC31) New! Graphic Stylus Pen The stylish slim barrel pen and stylus features
the full color 2017 Respiratory Care Week graphic wrapped around the pen.
The ultra-smooth ink gives an extraordinary writing experience in black ink.
$1.49 each, Pkg/25 $33.59 Members, $1.69 each, Pkg/25 $38.59 Nonmembers
(RC32) Mop Top Stylus Pen/Screen Cleaner Our smiley pen provides excellent
writing characteristics and when the pen is retracted, the rubber stylus can be used
on any touchscreen device. It also has microfiber hair that can be used as a screen
cleaner. Black ink. 6.25"
$2.49 Members, $2.79 Nonmembers
(RC33) Top Seller! Organization Jr. Portfolio Keep yourself organized with this
portfolio that features a laminated polypropylene cover and five assorted-color
sticky flags for jotting down phone numbers or notes. The inside cover panel
contains two business card pockets and an elastic pen loop. Includes a refillable
30-sheet lined notepad. 7.125" x 9.5"
$6.99 Members, $7.49 Nonmembers

(RC34)

(RC28)

(RC29)

(RC30)

(RC31)

(RC33)

(RC32)

(RC34) New! Buckle Tablet Tote This trendy tote is ideal to
carry an 11" tablet and other accessories. It is made of strong
600D polycanvas and features a clip and flap main compartment
closure. Mesh pockets on both sides of this tote for added storage.
11" handle drop height. 15" x 4.5" x 15.75"
$11.99 Members, $12.99 Nonmembers
(RC35) New! Messenger Bag This modern messenger bag is made
of strong 600D polycanvas and features a large main compartment
with interior mesh pocket for documents, a front flap with hook
and loop closure, lower pockets to store quick access items and an
adjustable shoulder strap. 11" x 2.2" x 15"
$11.99 Members, $12.99 Nonmembers

(RC35)

(RC36) Top Seller! Mono Strap Backpack This backpack has
it all: spacious main zippered compartment with inside pocket,
fully padded back panel, adjustable padded shoulder strap with
cell phone pocket, headphone exit port, front zippered pocket
with key holder and organizer, side accessory zippered pocket,
and mesh water bottle pocket. Made from strong 600D polyester
and poly ripstop. 13.5" x 20" x 6"
$14.99 Members, $15.99 Nonmembers
(RC37) Top Seller! Boat Tote Cooler This versatile tote can be
used as a tote bag or as a cooler for packing a healthy lunch. It
is made of lightweight nonwoven material with a fully insulated
zippered main compartment, open front pocket with pen loop (pen
not included) and double 24" handles. 13.5" x 17.5" x 6"
$6.99 Members, $7.99 Nonmembers

(RC36)

(RC37)

(RC38)

(RC39)

(RC38) New! Ombré Lunch Tote Made of 210D polyester with
a Mylar® insulated lining. Features a top zippered closure, front
zippered pocket and 20" handles. 10 x 8.5 x 5.5
$8.99 Members, $9.99 Nonmembers

BAGS & TOTES

(RC29) Breeze Pen This pen will make writing a Breeze! Writing with genuine
PaperMate® ink is smooth and effortless, and the rubberized grip provides comfort
and control. A great gift that everyone will use and appreciate. Black ink.
$1.99 each, Pkg/25 $44.79 Members, $2.25 each, Pkg/25 $50.59 Nonmembers

TA K E N O T E

(RC28) Top Seller! Ballpoint Stylus with Light This aluminum ballpoint pen
features a rubberized stylus tip on one end that’s ideal for touch screens and an
LED light on the opposite end. Black ink. 4.75"
$3.99 Members, $4.49 Nonmembers

(RC39) New! Finch Lunch Cooler Made of 210D polyester
and PEVA insulation, this cooler bag features a zippered main
compartment, an open front pocket, a side mesh pocket, and a
double 23" handle. 5" x 9.5" x 12"
$9.99 Members, $10.99 Nonmembers
MORE ON NEXT PAGE! >
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BAGS & TOTES

(RC40)

(RC40) Top Seller! Multi-Purpose Carryall This multi-purpose
personal carrying bag is made of 600D polyester and features a front
mesh pocket for ID or cell phone, zippered compartments and carrying
strap. Perfect for personal items or electronic devices. 10" x 8" x 1.25"
$5.99 Members, $6.49 Nonmembers

(RC42) Gift Bag Include this gift bag for the perfect finishing touch.
This nonwoven, drawstring gift bag will hold your gifts and demonstrate
your appreciation to those around you. 9.75" x 11" x 3"
$1.59 Members, $1.79 Nonmembers

(RC43)
(RC45)

(RC41)

(RC43) Lapel Pin This beautifully crafted cloisonné lapel pin,
vibrantly colored by hand on 22K gold plate, will help you accessorize.
Comes mounted on a thank you card. 1.125" x .875"
$3.49 Members, $4.49 Nonmembers
(RC44) New! Lungs Lapel Pin Handcrafted cast in solid, lead-free
fine pewter in a three dimensional sculpture. .875" x .75"
$5.99 Members, $6.99 Nonmembers
(RC45) Top Seller! ID Holder Keep your badge close at hand with
this 40" auto-retract cord, which includes a quality swivel alligator clip
attachment and sealed weather-resistant case. 1.75" x 3.5" x .40"
$3.99 Members, $4.25 Nonmembers

(RC44)

(RC46) New! Lanyard Phone Holder and Wallet Made of silicone,
this unique multi-function item features a 14" adjustable lanyard with
a 7" holder that wraps around the corners of your phone. The flexible
silicone will stretch over most phone cases. It also has a pocket that
is perfect for carrying ID badges, room keys, cash or credit cards.
The holder easily clips on and off the lanyard.
$2.99 Members, $3.99 Nonmembers

(RC47)

(RC46)

(RC47) New! Crystal Block Key Light Colorful plastic key light that
features an extra bright white LED light and a split ring attachment.
Push light end to turn on/off. Button cell batteries included. 2.5" x .75"
$1.99 Members, $2.49 Nonmembers

(RC48)

(RC48) New! Color Dip Snack to Go Four piece set includes cup,
cup lid, domed lid, and spoon. Place your favorite snack into the cup
and store any toppings in the top domed piece. Reusable spoon stows
away on attached clip. 6.5"H
$7.49 Members, $8.49 Nonmembers
(RC49) New! Herb Garden Add fresh flavor to your cooking!
Made of reclaimed organic materials, this set includes three
biodegradable natural color planters, three compressed soil wafers
and three seed packets; including Parsley, Basil and Chive.
$7.99 Members, $8.99 Nonmembers

GIFTS FOR EVERYONE

(RC41) New! Deluxe Shopper Tote This lightweight, 80 gram nonwoven
grocery tote features a large, open main compartment, open-front pocket
with Velcro® closure and double 22" handles. 13" x 20" x 8"
$2.99 Members, $3.49 Nonmembers

(RC42)

(RC50) Top Seller! Power Bank This UL certified power bank has a
2,200 mAh Li-Ion battery to keep your mobile device charged up when
you need it the most. Included is a USB to Micro USB connecting cable
which can recharge the battery backup or be used to charge your mobile
device. It also has two micro LED lights to indicate the “charging” status.
It works with both Android and Apple devices. Media device not included.
$10.99 Members, $11.99 Nonmembers

(RC50)

(RC49)
(RC51)
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(RC51) New! Folding Umbrella Features a metal shaft with a
comfortable plastic grip handle with carrying strap. Never worry about
struggling to open this umbrella, as it has an auto-open feature that
expands the umbrella to a 40" arc. Folds down to 15" for easy portability.
$12.99 Members, $13.99 Nonmembers
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ITEM #		

RC08 Unisex T-shirt
S
M
L
XL
XXL (add $3 ea.)
RC09 Ladies Tee
S
M
L
XL
XXL (add $3 ea.)
RC10 Long Sleeve Unisex Tee
S
M
L
XL
XXL (add $3 ea.)
RC11 Ladies Long Sleeve
S
M
L
XL
XXL (add $3 ea.)
RC12 RT Unisex T-shirt
S
M
L
XL
XXL (add $3 ea.)
RC13 RT Ladies T-shirt
S
M
L
XL
XXL (add $3 ea.)
RC14 Super Power Ladies T-shirt
S
M
L
XL
XXL (add $3 ea.)
RC15 Super Power Men’s T-shirt
S
M
L
XL
XXL (add $3 ea.)
RC16 Ladies Microfleece Full-Zip Jacket
S
M
L
XL
XXL (add $3 ea.)
RC17 Men’s Microfleece Full-Zip Jacket
S
M
L
XL
XXL (add $3 ea.)
RC21 RC TEAM Tee
S
M
L
XL
XXL (add $3 ea.)
RC22 RC TEAM Unisex Baseball Tee
S
M
L
XL
XXL (add $3 ea.)
ITEM #

$ MEM

XXXL (add $5 ea.)

		

XXXL (add $5 ea.)

		

XXXL (add $5 ea.)

		

XXXL (add $5 ea.)

		

XXXL (add $5 ea.)

		

$ NON MEM

TOTAL

METHOD OF PAYMENT (check one)
 re-Payment: make checks payable
P
to Jim Coleman, Ltd.
VISA/MasterCard/American Express:
Fax to 1-847-963-8200, or online:
jimcolemanstore.com/rcweek
CARD #			
EXP. DATE

 urchase Order: Fax to 1-847-963-8200
P
or email: orders@JimColemanltd.com
1. The vendor on your purchase order must be
Jim Coleman, Ltd.
2. PURCHASE ORDERS MUST BE FAXED OR
EMAILED. Submit a copy of the actual purchase
order document with completed order form.
Purchase requisitions are not acceptable.

XXXL (add $5 ea.)
XXXL (add $5 ea.)

		

XXXL (add $5 ea.)
XXXL (add $5 ea.)

AP E-MAIL

XXXL (add $5 ea.)

AARC MEMBER NUMBER (to receive member pricing)

XXXL (add $5 ea.)

SHIP TO (Please print clearly.)

XXXL (add $5 ea.)

ITEM NAME (PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY)

QTY

HOME

$ MEM

$ NON MEM

TOTAL

FACILITY

NAME

INSTITUTION

ADDRESS

CITY		

STATE

ZIP

DAYTIME PHONE

FAX

E-MAIL (order and shipping confirmation will be emailed)

CONTACT INFO
email: orders@jimcolemanltd.com
customer service: 847-963-8100
fax: 847-963-8200
online: www.jimcolemanstore.com/rcweek
mail: Jim Coleman, Ltd.
1500 South Hicks Road, Ste. 400
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008

† SHIPPING & HANDLING CHARGES

Subtotal
Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery of in stock items.
Order by October 2 to ensure a timely delivery
for Respiratory Care Week.
Items are subject to availability.

10% Tax (IL only)
Shipping/Handling†
TOTAL

$4.99 or less —$3.50		
$5.00-$25.00 — $7.50		
$25.01-$60.00 — $9.95
$60.01-$100.00 — $11.50
$100.01-$149.99 — $14.95
$150.00 and above — add 10% of subtotal
Within the Continental USA we ship US Mail and UPS Ground. Alaska,
Hawaii, Puerto Rico, US Territories and Canada orders incur double
shipping charges and in most cases are shipped US Mail. Overseas
orders require a third party account number for shipping charges and
we charge a $10 handling fee. For inquiries please contact Customer
Service at service@jimcolemanltd.com or 847-963-8100.
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MORE GREAT PRODUCTS INSIDE...

The American Association for Respiratory Care (AARC)
invites you to commemorate Respiratory Care Week 2017
with an exciting collection of new merchandise offered
by AARC and Jim Coleman, Ltd.

Members: Total value is over $67;
as the kit you pay only $59.99!
Nonmembers: Total value is over $73;
as the kit you pay only $65.99!

(RC53)

$17.49 Members, $18.99 Nonmembers

(RC52) Gift Set
Get a perfect ready-made gift for the
special people around you! Gift set includes
the Mop Top Stylus Pen/Screen Cleaner,
Travel Tumbler and the ID Holder. All these
items arrive in the nonwoven drawstring
gift bag at a reduced price.

(RC53) Value Kit
A great grouping at a discounted price!
Includes one of each of the following:
Color-Changing Biggie Tumbler, Buckle
Tablet Tote, Messenger Bag, Finch
Lunch Cooler, Multi-Purpose Carryall,
Deluxe Shopper Tote, ID Holder and
the Color Dip Snack to Go.

(RC52)

SETS & KITS

PRSRT STD
US POSTAGE
PAID
PALATINE P&DC IL
PERMIT 11

American Association for Respiratory Care
9425 N. MacArthur Blvd. Suite 100
Irving, TX 75063
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